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A spiral-bound flexi-cover 2015 engagement calendar for spiritual seekers!Â This bestselling

illustrated holistic calendar provides not only plenty of space for daily planning but also offers

inspiring advice on how to make each and every day really matter. Designed as a resource for

enriching daily life, it will guide you on a journey of awareness and fulfilment as you go about your

everyday activities. It's all-too-easy to become overwhelmed with multiple thoughts each day as our

to-do lists grow, so positivity blogger Dani DiPirro insightfully presents within this highly practical

diary one life-enhancing theme a month to focus on in the form of a simple verb, such as "love",

"explore" and "marvel". Each week-to-view spread then features an inspiring quote that encourages

reflection on the theme and an exercise to further your holistic well-being. Focusing on just one

theme for each whole month, but in a different way each week, allows a seed of positive awareness

not just to be planted but also to grow substantially so that the positive action can become an

integral part of daily life. Individual themes for the months of 2015 are: Organize, Love, Change,

Explore, Create, Nurture, Inspire, Refresh, Learn, Share, Marvel and Believe. So here's to a year

ahead where we really do make every day matter.
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I have been a fan of Dani's for awhile and when she first started telling her readers that she had

created a planner, I knew I was going to love it....and I do! This calendar offers plenty of space to

add appointments, to do lists, and goals with a jolt of positivity on each page.Each week offers a

two-page spread with plenty of space for the day's appointments or lists. I use mine as a daily



planner. So I have our daily schedule on there including my appointments and the kids' activities.

But I also use it as my blog planner. I struggled last year having a separate blog planner and life

planner because I was constantly checking back and forth to see what I had coming due and what

was going on in our life. This way, everything is together in one place.Each week shares a positive

quote as well as a action item that relates to that month's theme. For example, January's theme is

Organize. Each week's quote relates to being organized and each week's task relates to

accomplishing a goal towards organization.At the end of each month you will see a monthly

calendar as well as spaces for reflection. Here you can write down how your thoughts on

accomplishing the monthly theme tasks, those things you are grateful for, and plans for next

month.The calendar pages start on Monday (both weekly and monthly) which messed me up a

couple times. But, now that I have been using it for a week, I think I am used to it. I love the bright

cover and each week makes me happy with her quotes and positive nudges to accomplish the tasks

at hand.Dani also offers a pocket diary size for those that like to have one that fits in a purse. I am

quite happy with the size of my calendar. I love that it is spiral bound and easily folds back or lays

flat while open. The one I am using is 9.8 x 6.7 inches.If you are looking for a daily planner, I highly

recommend EVERY DAY MATTERS.

I have purchased year diaries from a book club for many years and loved them. This year when I

went on their website the diary was no longer available. So I started looking and found Every Day

Matters. I'm very pleased with my purchase and will be ordering one every year. Lots of room to

write, great quotes and lots of usual information. This one is really a winner and I'm so glad I

purchased it.

I have always ordered Book of Days from One Spirit for many years. . They did not have it for 2015,

so I ordered this calendar book which seems to be doing well as a replacement
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